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AirHush AmpCube Instructions Manual
AIR-AMP-CUBE-S

AirHush AmpCube
It takes some revolutionary tech to outperform traditional sound isolation boxes and with the modular and
lightweight AirHush panels, AmpCube has to be seen (and not heard) to be believed. Capable of hugely reducing
sound egress, instruments played through the isolated amplifier can be recorded with a 40db exterior signal
transmission loss.
Able to be constructed in minutes and packed away for storage, the modular system makes the AmpCube perfect
for studios and live rooms alike.
With two model sizes (Regular and Deluxe) becoming available, the AirHush AmpCube is setting a new standard for
sound isolation performance.
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California
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Box Content:
4 x AIR-BRK14-PKG
Left to Right
AIR-BRK12-PKG
Inside Bracket Packages
Left to Right
Inside Bracket

4 x AIR-BRK20-PKG
4 x Left to Right Outside
Bracket Packages

2 x M4 Screws
Left to Right
Outside Bracket

1 x M5 Screw

1 x M5 Screw
1 x M5 T-Slot
4 x M4 Screws

4 x AIR-BRK12-PKG
Right to Left
AIR-BRK14-PKG
Inside Bracket Packages
Right to Left
Inside Bracket

1 x M5 T-Slot

4 x AIR-BRK18-PKG
4 x Right to Left Outside
Bracket Packages

2 x M4 Screws
1 x M5 Screw

Right to Left
Outside Bracket
1 x M5 Screw

1 x M5 T-Slot
4 x M4 Screws

5 x AirHush Panels

1 x Air Topper

1 x M5 T-Slot

Pic + video QR

1. Use an air pump to inflate all the panels. Insert
the nozzle pointing upward. Do not over inflate the
panels.

2. Place panels into the correct position with the
long side oriented vertically.

3. Place the panels on the side to overlap with the
panels on the end. So the edge of inside extrusions of
the the panels on the side are aligned with the edge
of the outside extrusions of the panels on the end.

4. Insert M4 T-Slot in the top slot of the side
panels’ extrusions for the four top corners and in
the bottom slot of the side panels’ extrusions for
the four bottom corners.

5. Screw inside brackets on each corner using the
M4 screws for the side that connect to the panel
on the end and the M5 screw to the T-slot inserted
earlier. Repeat for the 8 inside corners.

6. Insert M4 T-slot inside in the slot of the
extrusions of the panels on the side, aligned with
the threaded top hole of the panel on the end.

7. Insert outside brackets on each corner using the
M4 screws for the side that connect to the panel on
the end and the M5 screw to the slot inserted earlier.
Repeat step 7 and 8 for the 8 outside corners.

8. Assemble and fit topper

9. Insert your equipment and place the final
panel as a lid on top to complete the enclosure.
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AirHush AmpCube Instructions Manual

AIR-AMP-CUBE-L

AirHush AmpCube
It takes some revolutionary tech to outperform traditional sound isolation boxes and with the modular and
lightweight AirHush panels, AmpCube has to be seen (and not heard) to be believed. Capable of hugely reducing
sound egress, instruments played through the isolated amplifier can be recorded with a 40db exterior signal
transmission loss.
Able to be constructed in minutes and packed away for storage, the modular system makes the AmpCube perfect
for studios and live rooms alike.
With two model sizes (Regular and Deluxe) becoming available, the AirHush AmpCube is setting a new standard for
sound isolation performance.
New Jersey
TEL: +1 973 839 7777
new_jersey@penn-elcom.com

Houston, TX
TEL: +1 281 855 9772
texas@penn-elcom.com

California
TEL: +1 714 230 6200
california@penn-elcom.com

Box Content:
4 x AIR-BRK14-PKG
Left to Right
AIR-BRK12-PKG
Inside Bracket Packages
Left to Right
Inside Bracket

4 x AIR-BRK20-PKG
4 x Left to Right Outside
Bracket Packages

2 x M4 Screws
Left to Right
Outside Bracket

1 x M5 Screw

1 x M5 Screw
1 x M5 T-Slot
4 x M4 Screws

4 x AIR-BRK12-PKG
Right to Left
AIR-BRK14-PKG
Inside Bracket Packages
Right to Left
Inside Bracket

1 x M5 T-Slot

4 x AIR-BRK18-PKG
4 x Right to Left Outside
Bracket Packages
8 x AirHush Panels

2 x M4 Screws
1 x M5 Screw

Right to Left
Outside Bracket
1 x M5 Screw

1 x M5 T-Slot
4 x M4 Screws

1 x M5 T-Slot

12 x AIR-BRK2-PKG
2 Way Bracket Packages

AIR-BRK2-PKG

1 x Air Topper

1 x 2-Way Bracket
2 x M4 Screws

Pic + video QR

1. Use an air pump to inflate all the panels. Insert
the nozzle pointing upward. Do not over inflate the
panels.

2. Place panels into the correct position with the
long side oriented vertically.

3. Place the panels on the side to overlap with the
panels on the end. So the edge of inside extrusions of
the the panels on the side are aligned with the edge
of the outside extrusions of the panels on the end.

4. Insert M4 T-Slot in the top slot of the side
panels’ extrusions for the four top corners and in
the bottom slot of the side panels’ extrusions for
the four bottom corners.

5. Screw inside brackets on each corner using the
M4 screws for the side that connect to the panel
on the end and the M5 screw to the T-slot inserted
earlier. Repeat for the 8 inside corners.

6. On AmpCube L, connect the 2 sides panels using
the 2-way brackets and the M5 screws at the top
and bottom of the panels. Connect 2 extra panels
for the lid.

7. Insert M4 T-slot inside in the slot of the
extrusions of the panels on the side, aligned with
the threaded top hole of the panel on the end.

8. Insert outside brackets on each corner using the
M4 screws for the side that connect to the panel on
the end and the M5 screw to the slot inserted earlier.
Repeat step 7 and 8 for the 8 outside corners.

9. Assemble and fit topper

10. Insert your equipment and place the final
panel as a lid on top to complete the enclosure.

